Introduction

Breast cancer (BC) is one of the leading malignant tumors threatening female health in China, with an increasing trend in incidence and mortality rates (1,2). As a non-governmental association, the Chinese Society of Clinical Oncology Breast Cancer (CSCO BC) is committed to promoting the standardization of BC diagnosis and treatment. In order to offer references for clinicians in BC diagnosis and treatment, CSCO BC arranged for a multidisciplinary panel of talented and dedicated breast surgeons, physicians, plastic surgeons, radiologists, pathologists, etc. With sustained efforts, CSCO BC developed the first version of its BC guideline in 2017, which has been the most distinguished and authoritative guideline of its kind in China.

The CSCO BC guidelines have been updated annually to reflect the rapidly increasing proportion of China’s contribution to global BC research along with the significant changes in the accessibility of diagnosis and treatment resources. The updated 2020 CSCO BC guidelines were released on April 10, 2020. In the new version of the guidelines, the panel have made various of recommendations by incorporating content of the latest BC research from China and abroad, giving full consideration to the accessibility and affordability of diagnosis and treatment resources, and exploring more effective and reasonable stratifications of treatment options. This article mainly describes the three major Chinese aspects of the 2020 CSCO BC guideline updates.

Integration of clinical experience and consensus from Chinese BC experts

With regard to BC diagnosis and treatment, there are notable differences between China and other countries in clinicopathological characteristics, treatment patterns, drug accessibility, health insurance, and socioeconomic status. Due to epidemiological variations and lack of high-quality evidence concerning drug effectiveness and safety particularly in the Chinese population, some drugs have not been approved by the China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA, renamed to National Medical Products Administration or NMPA China in 2018) and thus have not yet been marketed. In addition, some therapies recommended by guidelines of other countries have not been covered by the National Reimbursement Drug List (NRDL), resulting in high out-of-pocket expenses for patients, and thus the application in these guidelines is cost prohibitive in China (3). These drugs are listed in the 2020 CSCO BC guidelines with low-level recommendation for their low accessibility and insufficient evidence. Compared to international guidelines which cannot reflect the diagnosis and treatment characteristics specific to Chinese BC patients, the 2020 CSCO BC guideline is more patient-centered and more tailored to Chinese patients’ needs.

The 2020 CSCO BC guideline is not only concerned with benefitting patient, but also represents the consensus opinions of BC experts based on clinical experiences in China. Compared to other guidelines from abroad, CSCO BC guideline is more specific and applicable to...
the domestic treatment of BC. One notable strength of the CSCO BC guidelines is that molecular subtypes are considered when selecting patients eligible for neoadjuvant therapy. Traditionally, international BC guidelines, such as the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for BC, have recommended using neoadjuvant therapy depending on tumor size, node status, and patient's preference. By contrast, as early as 2017, the CSCO BC panel developed different selection criteria of identifying appropriate candidates for neoadjuvant therapy with molecular subtypes included in the first version of the CSCO BC guideline. In the 2017 CSCO BC guideline, neoadjuvant therapy was indicated in patients with (I) large tumor size (>5 cm), (II) positive axillary nodes, (III) human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-positive type, (IV) triple-negative type, and (V) large primary tumor relative to breast size in patients who desire breast conservation. The selection criteria were also emphasized in the subsequent versions of CSCO BC guidelines. The panel decided that the indications of preoperative systemic therapy should no longer be determined by clinical stage alone. Rather, additional molecular subtypes should also be considered based on the current evidence that HER2-positive and triple-negative patients have a higher probability of achieving pathologic complete response (pCR) after neoadjuvant therapy (4). Similarly, the 2020 NCCN guidelines for BC were also updated to include HER2-positive and triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) tumors as indications for neoadjuvant therapy.

Another highlight of the 2020 CSCO BC guidelines is the separation of regimen recommendations for neoadjuvant and adjuvant therapies. In the NCCN guidelines for BC, both neoadjuvant and adjuvant therapies share the same regimens. However, the 2020 CSCO BC guideline presents different views on systemic therapy regimen recommendations. Although in general, any patient who is a candidate for adjuvant systemic therapy can be considered for neoadjuvant therapy, the CSCO panel determined that neoadjuvant and adjuvant regimens should be separated for the following reasons. First, neoadjuvant chemotherapy is administered before surgery with the short-term objective of shrinking the tumor to achieve pCR, while adjuvant therapy is delivered when the tumor is dissected with the goal of decreasing the possibility of recurrence. Consequently, neoadjuvant regimens should be aimed at rapidly achieving therapeutic benefits for patients. Second, because the neoadjuvant period provides a usable platform for the potential rapid assessment of drug efficacy and safety, there are more well-designed clinical trials involving neoadjuvant regimens with more new treatment options. Thus, there is more information for determining the optimal regimen in the neoadjuvant period than there is for the adjuvant period. Third, the neoadjuvant period can provide useful in-vivo information concerning the chemosensitivity of different regimens, which helps to guide subsequent drug selection (5). Therefore, recommendations for adjuvant therapy should be made based on response to neoadjuvant therapy.

It is also worth noting that one of the most significant updates in the 2020 CSCO BC guidelines is the optimization of neoadjuvant regimens for HER2-positive BC. The 2020 NCCN guidelines for BC list more options in the preferred regimens for neoadjuvant therapy, including both single HER2-blockade-based therapy and dual HER2-blockade-based therapy. By contrast, in the updated 2020 CSCO BC guidelines, only dual HER2-targeted blockade with trastuzumab and pertuzumab, such as the docetaxel, carboplatin, trastuzumab, and pertuzumab (TCbHP) regimen, and the docetaxel, trastuzumab, pertuzumab (THP) regimen, is recommended as a level I recommendation for neoadjuvant therapy. It is generally recognized by the CSCO panel that all candidates for single-blockade therapy can also consider dual-blockade therapy in the neoadjuvant setting. Furthermore, through a comprehensive review of existing scientific evidence, the CSCO BC panel adjusted the recommendation levels for other treatment options regarding HER2-positive BC neoadjuvant treatment. The doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide (AC)-THP regimen has been added to the level II recommendation with evidence category 2B; the TChB regimen continues to be a level II recommendation, with its evidence category changed from 1A to 2A. Scientifically and rationally designed clinical trials have also been added to the level II recommendation.

Influential clinical trials published by Chinese experts

Clinical trials conducted in China have contributed considerably to the development of this guideline. To help clinicians stay apprised of the new diagnostic approaches and treatment options from the latest literature and to help guide clinical decisions, the CSCO BC panel are committed to bringing attention to the latest domestic advances that have made an impact on global BC research. In the 2019 CSCO BC guidelines, 115 published articles were referenced, with Chinese literature accounting for to 24.3%.
(28/115) of the total; meanwhile, only 4.5% (18/699) of the references in the NCCN BC guidelines were Chinese based. Hence, the evidence provided in the CSCO BC guidelines more sufficiently reflect the characteristics of the Chinese population and healthcare policies. Here, we describe the four most influential clinical trials published by Chinese experts.

The ACE trial

In recent years, histone deacetylase inhibitor (HDAC) inhibitors have become a focal area of research due to their epigenetic regulation mechanism and their potential ability to overcome endocrine resistance. The ACE trial demonstrated that chidamide, an HDAC inhibitor, in combination with exemestane, can improve progression-free survival (PFS) compared to exemestane alone (7.4 vs. 3.8 months; HR 0.75; 95% CI, 0.58–0.98; P=0.033) in patients with advanced HR-positive BC progressed or relapsed after previous endocrine therapy (6). The results of the ACE study have led to the approval of chidamide by the CFDA for BC treatment. CSCO recommends combination therapy of chidamide and exemestane as the level I recommendation for patients with HR-positive or HER2-negative advanced BC who fail tamoxifen or non-steroidal aromatase inhibitor (AI) therapy.

The PEONY trial

To investigate whether Asian patients with HER2-positive early or locally advanced BC benefit from the addition of pertuzumab to trastuzumab and docetaxel in the neoadjuvant setting compared with placebo, trastuzumab, and docetaxel, Shao and his colleagues conducted the PEONY trial. The researchers in this trial found that total pCR rates were higher with pertuzumab than with placebo (39.3% vs. 21.8%; 95% CI, 6.9–28.0; P=0.001). With respect to safety, the rates of common adverse events in this trial were in line with the known pertuzumab safety profile and comparable between groups, showing that the pertuzumab plus trastuzumab plus docetaxel regimen is well tolerated in the Asian population (7). Cited in the 2020 CSCO BC guidelines, the PEONY trial provides evidence for the benefit of the THP neoadjuvant regimen for HER2-positive BC patients in China.

The PHENIX and PHOEBE trials

Based on the results of the PHENIX trial led by Jiang and the PHOEBE trial led by Binghe Xu, the 2020 CSCO BC guidelines recommend pyrotinib with capecitabine as the level I recommendation in the second-line therapy for HER2-positive advanced BC patients who fail trastuzumab therapy, and as the level III recommendation for HER2-positive advanced BC patients who are naive or sensitive to trastuzumab; these recommendations are not included in the NCCN guidelines. The PHENIX trial showed that among women with HER2-positive metastatic BC, median PFS was improved with the combined pyrotinib and capecitabine regimen (11.1 months; 95% CI, 9.66–16.53) compared to capecitabine alone (4.1 months; 95% CI, 2.79–4.17). Moreover, patients who progressed on capecitabine could also obtain benefit from pyrotinib treatment as a single agent, with an objective response rate of 38% (95% CI, 26.7–49.3%) and a median PFS of 5.5 months (95% CI, 4.07–6.9) (8). As part of the PHENIX trial, Binghe Xu led a phase II, randomized, multicenter, open-label study conducted in China (PHOEBE). This trial included Chinese patients with HER2-positive relapsed or metastatic BC previously treated with taxanes, anthracyclines, and/or trastuzumab. These patients were randomly assigned (1:1) to receive pyrotinib or lapatinib in combination with capecitabine. The results showed that patients in the pyrotinib group had an approximately 11-month longer median PFS compared with patients in the lapatinib group (18.1 vs. 7.0 months; HR, 0.36; 95% CI, 0.23–0.58; P<0.001) (9), indicating pyrotinib with capecitabine could be recommended as a treatment option for patients who are naive or sensitive to trastuzumab.

Stratification of treatment recommendations based on drug accessibility and sensitivity

The majority of clinical trials evaluate the efficacy of therapies in certain types of patients and are conducted in standardized conditions which reduce the interindividual variability. By contrast, in the real world, different tumor stages and a diversity in treatment history may alter the effectiveness and safety of drugs (10). In terms of offering recommendations about subsequent regimens, the CSCO BC panel thoroughly considered the influence of previous treatments. Compared to the NCCN guidelines in which recommended regimens are classified into “preferred regimens”, “useful in certain circumstances”, and “other recommended regimens”, the updated 2020 version of CSCO BC guideline is more clinically based by stratifying treatment recommendations according to drug sensitivity.
and accessibility, instead of simply according to lines. Moreover, in the updated 2020 version of the CSCO BC guideline, the panel concentrated on exploring more effective ways of presenting recommended therapies, using tables and explanatory notes to cover stratification in treatment options for BC. The clear and detailed flowcharts designed by the CSCO panel (11,12) are better presented and easier to follow compared to the illustrations, particularly the algorithms, in the NCCN guidelines.

In the 2019 CSCO BC guideline, the panel stratified HR-positive advanced BC into endocrine therapy (ET)-naive, failure of tamoxifen (TAM) therapy, and failure of AI therapy. In this new version of the guideline, previous AI treatments are further divided into non-steroidal aromatase inhibitors (NSAIs) and steroidal aromatase inhibitors (SAIs), which is consistent with the enrollment groups of clinical trials. For ET-naive patients, the panel listed AI plus CDK4/6 inhibitors as a level I recommendation. For patients who previously failed TAM therapy, the level I recommendations include AI plus CDK4/6 inhibitors and fulvestrant plus CDK4/6 inhibitors. The panel also added AI plus HDAC inhibitors in level I recommendations based on the ACE trial. Single-agent endocrine therapy such as AI or fulvestrant alone has become a level II recommendation in the 2020 CSCO BC guideline instead of level I one as in the 2019 guideline. Single-agent endocrine therapy used to be the first choice for HR-positive advanced BC in China. However, in the updated CSCO BC guideline, combination therapies with CDK4/6 inhibitors and endocrine therapy are preferred due to accessibility concerns and the high-quality evidence from several well-designed clinical trials (13-18). Although CDK4/6 inhibitors have not yet been covered by the National Reimbursement Drug List, the panel believe that by raising recommendation levels, the charitable donations policy and government negotiation will make them more affordable for Chinese patients.

The 2020 CSCO BC guideline has been expanded and updated to include the “Adjuvant target therapy after neoadjuvant systemic therapy in HER2-positive breast cancer” section. To determine treatment options for adjuvant therapy, patients are stratified according to types of neoadjuvant therapy received and the attainment of pCR. In the case of dual HER2-blockade (TChHP or THP) received as neoadjuvant therapy, a trastuzumab and pertuzumab (HP) regimen should be maintained as an adjuvant regimen if pCR is achieved. For non-pCR patients, trastuzumab emtansine (T-DM1) is a level I recommendation, while HP is a level II recommendation. For patients who receive single HER2-blockade (THI-based regimen) as neoadjuvant therapy, if pCR is achieved, then continuing trastuzumab is a level I recommendation, with the HP regimen listed as level II recommendation. If pCR is not achieved, HP regimen and T-DM1 regimen are the level I recommendation. Because there is no direct evidence regarding the use of the adjuvant HP regimen for non-pCR patients after previous neoadjuvant trastuzumab treatment, the T-DM1 regimen is listed in a higher evidence category (1B) than the HP regimen (2A). However, since T-DM1 is not covered by health insurance, the CSCO panel prefer HP regimen for its superior accessibility.

As a trastuzumab-based scheme is recommended as the first-line therapy by almost every set of guidelines, HER2-positive metastatic BC is stratified into trastuzumab-sensitive and trastuzumab-resistant categories in the updated CSCO BC guidelines, which are more appropriate and more clearly defined than the “first line” or “second line” for routine clinical practice. For trastuzumab-sensitive patients, THP regimen and trastuzumab combined with chemotherapy are recommended. Meanwhile, for trastuzumab-resistant patients, TKI-containing regimens and T-DM1 are listed as recommendations. The panel believe that these changes will bring more convenience to clinical decision-making.

Conclusions

The CSCO BC guidelines have both Chinese roots and global reach. On the path of guideline implementation, significant achievements have been made step by step: from referring to and translating NCCN guidelines, to participation in international consensus meetings, to cooperation in clinical trials, to organization of real-world studies, and to receiving increasing global recognition. With the joint effort of clinicians, researchers, statisticians, pharmaceutical enterprises, and public health authorities, the CSCO BC panel will continue to translate the latest research into clinical practice and offer recommendations based on drug accessibility. More and greater advances are expected in the further optimization of the CSCO BC guidelines. While much work still needs to be done, we believe these guidelines will continue to make an important contribution towards promoting standardized treatment of BC and towards making cure a feasible goal for Chinese patients in the near future.
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